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InfoSec Crossword
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logon to
www.infosecawareness.in/contest

to participate in Infosec Contest and WIN PRIZES

Across
2 That exploits children for sexual stimulation
5 Public records search engines & databases are the main culprits 

contributing to the rise of
6 Study pertaining to the computers, encompassing user behaviour 

and what computers.

Down
1 It is raising rapidly due to the availability of private information in 

the Internet
3 It is often a topic in ethical debate as some view it as inherently wrong
4 It can be decomposed to the limitation of others access to an individual

1.	 An	unauthorized	person	who	secretly	gains	access	to	computer	files?
       A) Hacker            B) Bully
 
2. Malicious software that enters a computer and tracks and gathers personal 

information?
       A) Malware            B) Virus
 
3. Tricking users into revealing personal information such as passwords 

and bank account numbers by way of emails pretending to be from actual 
companies?

							A)	Phishing											B)	Spoofing

4.				Using	someone	else’s	work	and	taking	credit	for	it?
       A) Plagiarism        B) Social engineering

5. A program that looks harmless, but has harmful code inside.  When that 
software	is	activated	it	causes	damage	to	your	computer?

       A) Trojan Horse   B) Worm               

InfoSec Quiz



 Guess The Tip

which best suits the 
cartoon by logging in to

www.cert-in.org.in

 Tip

InfoSec Tip

•	 DON’T use copyrighted information as your own. 
The Internet has such a wealth of information that 
it can be tempting to copy and reuse information 
you	 find	 online.	 Presenting	 information	 from	 the	
Internet as your own work is not only dishonest, 
it could be illegal. If the material is copyrighted, 
then by law it belongs to someone else. If you use it 
without permission or appropriate attribution, you 
might be violating copyright laws.

•	 DO enjoy music, videos and games on the Internet. 
There are many websites where you can sample 
new music, watch movies and other videos, or play 
and learn about computer games.

•	 DO use the Internet to expand your social and business networks. Social and business networking sites 
can help you locate old friends and make new ones, create and maintain valuable professional contacts, 
and build your online reputation.

Use Internet ethically

For more details visit
www.infosecawareness.in
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Cyber-ethics is the discipline of using 
appropriate and ethical behaviors 
pertaining to computers, Internet 
and acknowledging moral duties 
and obligations pertaining to online 
environments and digital media 
and how this affects individuals and 
society
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Internet ethics means acceptable behavior for using Internet. 
We should be honest, respect the rights and property of others on the Internet. 
Everyone has to accept that Internet is not a value free-zone.
It means World Wide Web is not a waste wild web it is a place where values are considered in 
the broadest sense so we must take care while shaping content and services and we should 
recognize that Internet is not apart from universal society but it is a primary component of 
it.
 
Sensitivity to National and Local cultures 
It belongs to all and there is no barrier of national and local cultures. It cannot be subject to 
one set of values like the local TV channel; or the local newspaper .We have to accommodate 
multiplicity of usage. 

Computer 
Ethics

Ethics are a set of moral principles that govern an individual or a group on what is acceptable 
behavior while using a computer. Computer ethics is a set of moral principles that govern 
the usage of computers. 
One of the common issues of computer ethics is violation of copyright issues. Duplicating 
copyrighted content without the author’s approval, accessing personal information of others 
are some of the examples that violate ethical principles. 

INTERNET 
Ethics
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While using e-Mail and chatting
Internet must be used for communication with family and friends. Avoid chatting with 
strangers and forwarding emails from unknown people/strangers. And we must also teach 
children about risks involved in chatting and forwarding emails to strangers. 

Pretending to be someone else 
We must not use Internet to fool others by pretending to be someone else. Hiding our own 
identity to fool others in the Internet world is a crime and may also be arisk to others. It’s 
our responsibility to teach children the same. 

Avoid Bad language 
We must not use rude or bad language while using e-Mail, chatting, blogging and social 
networking, we need to respect their views and should not criticize anyone on the Internet 
and the same should be taught to children. 

Hide personal information
We should teach children not to give personal details like home address, phone numbers, 
interests, passwords. No photographs should be sent to strangers and they should be asked 
to hide their personal details from strangers because it might be misused and shared with 
others without their knowledge. 

While Downloading 
Internet is used to listen and learn about music, It is also used to watch videos and play 
games. We must not use it to download them or share copyrighted material. The same 
should be taught to children, and they must be aware of the importance of copyrights and 
issues of copyright. 

Supervision 
You should know what children are doing on the Internet and the sites they visit on the 
Internet and should check with whom they are communicating. Restrict them browsing 
inappropriate sites. Parental involvement is essential when a child is using the Internet in 
order to make him follow the rules. 

Ensure that you have 
policies regarding the use 
of e-mail and the Internet

Concept
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Encourage children to use Internet 
We must encourage children, students and others to gain the knowledge from the Internet 
and use it wisely. Internet is a great tool where we can gather information, which can be 
used for learning. 

Access to Internet 
The	Internet	is	a	time-efficient	tool	for	everyone	that	enlarges	the	possibilities	for	curriculum	
growth.	Learning	depends	on	the	ability	to	find	relevant	and	reliable	information	quickly	and	
easily, and to select, understand and assess that information. Searching for information on 
the Internet can help to develop these skills. Classroom exercises and take-home assessment 
tasks,	 where	 students	 are	 required	 to	 compare	 website	 content,	 are	 ideal	 for	 alerting	
students	to	the	requirements	of	writing	for	different	audiences,	the	purpose	of	particular	
content, identifying and judging accuracy and reliability. Since many sites adopt particular 
views about issues, the Internet is a useful tool for developing the skills of distinguishing 
fact from opinion and exploring subjectivity and objectivity.

Ethical rules for computer users 
Some of the rules that individuals should follow while using a computer are listed below: 

•	 Do not use computers to harm other users.
•	 Do not use computers to steal others information.
•	 Do	not	access	files	without	the	permission	of	the	owner.
•	 Do not copy copyrighted software without the author’s permission.
•	 Always respect copyright laws and policies.
•	 Respect the privacy of others, just as you expect the same from others.
•	 Do not use other user’s computer resources without their permission.
•	 Use Internet ethically.
•	 Complain about illegal communication and activities, if found, to Internet Service 

Providers and local law enforcement authorities.  
•	 Users are responsible for safeguarding their User Id and Passwords. 
•	 They should not write them on paper or anywhere else for remembrance.  Users should 

not intentionally use the computers to retrieve or modify the information of others, 
which	may	include	password	information,	files,	etc..

Never download files through 
CHAT sessions from unknown 
persons

Concept
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Workshops

SECOND ANNUAL APPRAISAL WORKSHOP

Shri. E. Magesh, Director C-DAC welcoming Shri K. Shankar, IPS, Ad-
ditional Commissioner of Police, Chennai

Shri.	CHAS	Murty,	Principal	Technical	Officer	C-DAC	welcoming	Shri	
K. Shankar, IPS, Additional Commissioner of Police, Chennai

Shri K. Shankar, IPS, Additional Commissioner of Police addressing 
the audience

Participants at the Workshop held at IITM Tech park, IIT Madras, 
Chennai

Shri Sanjay Kumar Vyas, Additional Director, DeitY addressing the 
audience

Launch of Cybercrime Awareness Posters

Launch of Cybercrime Awareness Stickers Cybercrime Awareness Sticker being displayed at IITM ATM
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For more details visit
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Tools

Filtering & Blocking 

This parental monitoring software can mask profanity, which is a huge bonus. 
You may want to allow your child to access sites like YouTube, for instance, 
but you don’t want them to be bombarded by the colorful language in the 
comments. Net Nanny disguises that language with symbols instead. We love 
this product’s tools for gaming too. You can block games based on their ESRB 
(Entertainment	Software	Rating	Board)	rating	or	specific	content.

With	Net	Nanny,	you	get	to	control	the	quantity,	not	just	the	quality,	of	internet	
use for your children. School districts around the USA report that many 
children arrive at school sleep deprived. Tired children sometimes experience 
falling grades and can perform poorly on tests. Staying up late to play online 
games, chat with friends or simply surf the web, sometimes until the wee 
hours of the morning, have caused more than one child to experience sleep 
deprivation.	Net	Nanny	comes	equipped	with	a	scheduling	feature	that	can	grant	or	deny	children	internet	access.	Parents	can	
deny access during normal sleep hours.

Net	Nanny’s	other	filtering	and	blocking	capabilities	include	website	filtering,	website	blocking,	and	chat	filtering	and	blocking.
Recording Capabilities

Recording Capabilities 

Net Nanny records all visited websites. Social networks pose numerous 
threats to children. Many parents have legitimate concerns regarding their 
child’s	 online	 social	 networking	 profiles.	 Net	 Nanny	may	 calm	 the	 fears	 of	
many parents because of its advanced social network monitoring capabilities. 
Parents can receive detailed reports regarding a child’s Facebook, MySpace 
or	 other	 social	 networking	 profile.	 These	 detailed	 reports	 include	 a	 child’s	
friends list, uploaded videos and pictures, wall posts and instant message 
conversations. To obtain this information, the monitored child must agree 
to install the targeted social network’s app for Net Nanny on their personal 
profile.	 Should	 a	 child	 refuse	permission,	parents	 can	easily	block	 the	 child	
from accessing the site.

This parental software can capture transcripts of conversations that occur in 
chat and instant message applications. It even records Facebook and MySpace 
instant messaging. During the monitoring of internet-based conversations, the app proactively scans the exchanges for dangerous 
communications that may include the sexual solicitation of the child, bullying, threats, aggressive language and profanity. Upon 
identification	of	a	potentially	ominous	word	or	phrase,	the	app	alerts	parents	to	the	situation	by	email.	It	also	records	the	words	
and keywords used to perform online searches.
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Centre	for	Development	of	Advanced	Computing	(C-DAC),	a	Scientific	Society	of	Department	of	Electronics	
and Information Technology, Ministry of Communications & Information Technology, Government of India, 
is primarily an R&D institution involved in design, development and deployment of Advanced Electronics 
and Information Technology Solutions, including the celebrated PARAM series of Supercomputers. The 
C-DAC, Hyderabad is working in R&D with a focus on system level programming, web technologies and 
embedded	programming	in	the	application	domains	of	Network	Security,	e-learning,	Ubiquitous	Computing,	
India Development Gateway (www.indg.in), Supply Chain Management and Wireless Sensor Networks.

Department of Electronics & Information Technology,
Ministry of Comunications &  Information Technology,
Government of India

To share tips / Latest news mail us to
pmu-isea@cdac.in

Follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

infosecawarenesss

Follow us on Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/

UCWPBKQryyVvydUy4rYsbBfA

Follow us on twitter
https://twitter.com/CDAC_ISEA


